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JEANNE DELAMARTER BONNETTE

CHICH£N ITZA

'""

Under limpid skies
reflected in the surface of the pool
the long-drowned maidens watch us,
still and cool,
their hair floating in the water
'"
blurring their dead eyes.
Beneath the carven skulls on the stone wall
near the grassy field
where the religious ball games were played
(under the shadow of a waiting blade)
the captains of the losing teams
lie buried without their heads,
each man alone
silently watching us all.
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By their ancient Mayan laws
we are not bound; we are immune
to the phases of their moon
and to the fates
,
that befell the chosen athletes
and the long-haired maidens.
We are safe from the feathered serpent
and his claws.
For us no murky sacrificial pools,
no lethal games. We count
our days in another fashion,
we live by other rules.
Our end will come another way
on some undisclosed and distant day.
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The soft jungle breeze passes
over us and we feel the deepening mystery
of Chichen 1m!
and the uncounted leaves and grasses
of their land;
we nearly see
the Priest-King regal, jeweled,
watching his people from the rising stone
steps of his palace
where he stood forward, alone.
His heaven had two levels,
and so perhaps has ours:
one the eye can see and one
with no confinement and no name
somewhere within the arc
of the charted constellations
and the infinite uncharted dark.

JOE M. FERGUSON, JR.

BRIGHT WINTER VISION
AT THE AIRPORT
Each image.of the widowed earth
, had turned abstract, and calm
as the dead must seem, alive_
but in no lip of love, alone
among our morning hours, .
we waited in our windowed dome,
our port of steel.and sky,
and I, survivor of my life,
believing in death, surveyed
the runways level into light.
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